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ABSTRACT
This study examines the structure of antisocial behavior in 219 juvenile offenders.
The study shows, through a series of nested model comparisons via confirmatory factor
analysis, that reliable data on firesetting juvenile offenders (n = 85) best fits a three-factor
model composed of overt, covert, and oppositional antisocial behavior. The same threefactor model also best fits the data for comparable non-firesetting juvenile offenders (n
134). It is argued that results from this study support a conceptualization of firesetting as
likely pan of a pattern of developmentally advanced, persistent, antisocial behavior.
Though the same general structure of antisocial behavior best fit the data for both groups,
the firesetting group exhibited a significantly higher frequency and variety of antisocial
acts. Finally, the present study illustrates and discusses the implications of large methods
effects due to source of information (i.e., parent and child ratings) in typical measurement
approaches to youthful antisocial behavior.
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INTRODUCTION
The question whether Presetting is indicative of a unique syndrome or is just one
behavior in a pattern of antisocial behaviors continues to concern and puzzle civic
organizations, the fire service, mental health, juvenile justice, and research communities
(Koiko & Kazdin, 1986). Juvenile firesetting is surprisingly common. Juveniles set half
of all reported fires and arson has the highest percentage of juvenile arrests of any crime
(Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), 1996). Second to motor vehicle accidents, fire is
the leading cause of death among children; hundreds of deaths each year among young
children are directly attributable to juvenile-caused fires (Centers for Disease Control,
1991). The consequences of juvenile firesetting include death, serious injury, over 300
million dollars worth of property damage yearly, and other serious consequences for
children, families, and communities (FBI, 1996; Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) 1997; Kolko & Kazdin, 1986). The problem of juvenile firesetting may
be increasing in magnitude: in 1994, 55% of arson arrests were of juveniles, as compared
to 35% in 1987 (FBI, 1996). Whether these dau indicate increased awareness and
reporting or increased prevalence is unknown. Nevertheless, despite high prevalence and
serious consequences, no &ctor or set of factors has been identified that distinguishes
firesetting youth from other youth who evince a wide variety of behavioral and
psychological problems (see Fineman, 1995; Gaynor & Hatcher, 1987; Kolko & Kazdin,
1986).
Research on firesetting has yet to move beyond description and identification of
general correlates and risk factors. The current paper proposes and tests the utility of
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placing firesetting in the context of subtypes of antisocial behavior as a step toward a
principled approach to classification of firesetting. The present study shows, through a
series of nested model comparisons via confirmatory factor analysis, that reliable data on
firesetting juvenile offenders best fits a three-factor model (illustrated in Figure 1)
composed of overt, covert, and oppositional antisocial' behavior. The same three-factor
model also best fits the data for comparable non-firesetting juvenile ofTenders. As I will
argue, results from this study support a conceptualization of firesetting as likely part of a
pattern of developmentally advanced, persistent, antisocial behavior, referred to here as
opportunistic antisocial behavior^. Though the same general structure of antisocial
behavior best fit the data for both groups, the firesetting group exhibited a significantly
higher frequency and variety of antisocial acts. Finally, the present study illustrates and
discusses the implications of large methods effects due to source of information (i.e.,
parent and child ratings) in typical measurement approaches to youthful antisocial
behavior.

* The tenns delinquent behavior, delinquency, antisocial behavior, diauptive behavior, and conduct
disorder have overlapping
For the sake of simpliciqr I have chosen to use the term antisocial
behavior throughout this paper, although I distinguish between overt, covert, and oppositional subQpes. I
recognize that other terms may have been more pieciae in various plaoes. however consisient use of fewer
terms seemed less oonfiisin(.
^ This pattern of ofliendiag has also been referred to as versatile. The term oppoftunislic seemed both more
descriptive and is without the positive coimotaiion of versatile (cf. Loeber, 1988; Loeber et al.. 1993). I
thank Jake Jacobs for suggesting this tenn.
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Figure 1 Three-factor model
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WHAT IS KNOWN ABOUT JUVENILE FIRESETTING?
Patterson and colleagues (Patterson, 1982; Patterson, Dishion, & Reid, 1992) have
proposed a developmental model of antisocial behavior that places firesetting at an
advanced developmental stage of persistent antisocial behavior. Alternatively, Kolko &
Kazdin (1986) have proposed a risk &ctor model suggesting that a variety of risk faaors
such as poor social skills, poor school performance, and an increased frequency and
variety of antisocial acts distinguish firesetters from other clinically referred youth.
Available empirical studies have yielded few clear and consistent findings supporting
either of these conceptualizations.
Some available evidence suggests that firesetting is generally associated with a
diagnosis of conduct disorder (overt and covert) (e.g., Jacobson, 1985; Kolko, 1985;
Stewart & Culver, 1982), other evidence suggests that firesetting is associated with an
intermediate developmental stage of covert antisocial behavior (e.g., Lahey & Loeber,
1994; Loeber et al., 1993; Loeber, Keenan, & Zhang, 1997), and still other evidence
suggests that firesetting is associated with persistent, aggressive antisocial behavior
(Forehand, Wierson, Frame, Kemptom, & Armistead, 1991; Patterson, 1982).
This author's reading of earlier studies (see Kolko, 1985 for review), suggests a
pattern of juvenile firesetters as mostly boys who receive higher ratings on measures of
antisocial behavior than comparison groups (e.g.. Heath, Hardesty, Goldfine, & Walker,
1983; Stewan & Culver, 1982). Comparisons from these older studies, however, are
weakened due to numerous methodological flaws. For example, data were generally
drawn from clinician reports, retrospective chart reviews without formal coding and
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reliability analysis, non-standardized assessments (when any were used), and nonstandardized parent repotting. It is, therefore, often unclear what range of behaviors was
sampled, by whom, and under what conditions.
If, as some evidence suggests, firesetting is a consequence of conduct disorder,
then the observed comorbidity of firesetting and conduct disorder should not exceed the
rate expected from the base rates of firesetting and conduct disorder (CD). Available
studies having reliable diagnostic procedures indicate that, in clinical samples, nonfiresetting subjects average about 40% CD diagnoses and firesetting subjects average
about 65% CD diagnoses (e.g., Kazdin & Kolko, 1986; Kolko et al., 1985). In addition,
in two large epidemiological surveys, firesetting was reported in up to 20% of clinically
referred youth (Achenbach and Edelbrocic, 1981; Achenbach, Howell, Quay, & Connors,
1991). If firesetting and CD are imrelated, the comorbidity of firesetting and antisocial
behavior expected by chance is the product of the paired base rates in clinically referred
children, or (using the upper limit of the firesetting base rate); (40%X20%) = 8%. The
observed comorbidity rate is approximately 8 times that expected by chance. Despite the
higher rate of diagnoses in clinically referred firesetters, CD and other general antisocial
behavior constructs do not reliably distinguish firesetting from non-firesetting patients.
Indeed, recent well-controlled studies have illustrated that conduct disorder per se
fails to account for firesetting. Analysis of a small sample of juvenile offenders using
interview and parent reports of antisocial behavior showed no statistically significant
differences between firesetting and non-firesetting offenders with a comparably high
variety and frequency of conduct disorder symptoms (Forehand, Weirson, Frame,
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Kemptom, & Armistead, 1991). And in a larger study using a psychiatric patient sample,
discriminant analysis of antisocial and other behavioral data correctly classified
firesening and non-firesetting groups at only slightly better than chance rates, about 60%
overall (Kolko and Kazdin, I99I). Moreover, comparisons of firesetting and nonfiresetting youth from several other large and well-designed studies show main effects of
firesetting and conduct disorder, but no interaction (Kolko et al., 1985; Kolko & Kazdin,
1988, 1990, 1991). There appears to be an association between firesetting and antisocial
behavior, but available studies have failed to clarify the nature of that association.
CLASSmCATION OF FIRESETTING AND OTHER ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIORS
Lack of clarity about the association between firesetting and antisocial behavior
more generally may be because children and adolescents who set fires, like other
disruptive and antisocial youth^, appear to be characterized more by their differences
from than by their similarities to each other. There is wide agreement that youth who
evince antisocial behaviors exhibit heterogeneous characteristics (Achenbach, 1993;
Henggeler, 1989; Hinshaw, Lahey, & Hart, 1993; Kazdin, 1995; Lahey, Loeber, Quay,
Prick, & Grimm, 1992; Loeber, 1988; Loeber et al., 1993; Moffitt, 1993; Quay, 1987).
Useful distinctions, though, seem to have been made between an overt^ or aggressive
pattern of antisocial behavior, e.g., attacking others, fighting, cruelty, bullying, and a
covert or concealing pattern of antisocial behavior, e.g., lying, stealing, nmning away,
vandalism (Achenbach, 1993; Achenbach and Edelbrock, 1981; Achenbach, Howell,
^ TTvf pTtfiit dimiMMTfi
refer to the entire period.

/'hiiHixwwi

booiMgpt 5^ to IS. Hic tcmi youth U used to
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Quay, & Peterson, 1991; Kazdin, 1992, 1995; Frick et al., 1993; Lahey et al., 1992;
Fergusson, Honvcxxl, Sc. Lynskey, 1994; Loeber & Schmaling, 1985a; Loeber &
Stouthamer-Loeber, 1998; Loeber et al., 1993; Stanger, Achenbach, & Verhulst, 1997).
The unclear association between firesetting and antisocial behavior may also be a
result of group comparisons based on general antisocial behavior constructs such as
condua disorder, rather than on subtypes.

for example, firesetting is most often

associated with a particular subtype or developmental pathway of antisocial behavior this
association would be attenuated in analyses based on more general constructs. Finally,
the unclear association may simply be reflective of the general lack of well-validated
taxonomic constructs for classification of childhood psychopathology (Achenbach,
1993).
There appears to a high degree of overlap or comorbidity in children's
psychopathological disorders, with many children who meet criteria for a diagnosis of
one disorder also meeting criteria for at least one other diagnosis (Anderson, Williams,
McGee, & Silva, 1987; Biederman, Newcom, & Sprich, 1991; Caron & Rutter, 1991;
Lahey & Loeber, 1994; Loeber, Lahey, & Thomas, 1991; Weiss, Susser, & Catron,
1998). Some comorbidity undoubtedly reflects covariation among distinct syndromes,
although studies of childhood psychopathology report high correlations between
measures of theoretically distinct disorders. For example, internalizing, (e.g., anxiety,
depression) and externalizing or disruptive (e.g., attention deficit hyperactivity disorder,

* I use the tenn ofveit to refer to the aggrasive type of amuodal behavior and condua diioider and covert
to refer to the nonaggreaiive type of antiaodai behavior and conduct diionkr. The tenns aggresnve and
delinquent are alio firequently uaed in reports and on meawres of child psychopathology.
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conduct disorder, substance abuse) disorders are considered distinctive groups of
problems, yet they are positively and sometimes highly correlated as measured by
assessment instruments used in child psychopathology research (e.g.. Child Behavior
Checklist: CBCL. Achenbach, 1991b) (Verhulst & van der Ende, 1992; Weiss, Susser, &
Catron, 1998). Additionally, DSM (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, American Psychiatric Association, 1994) diagnoses are increasingly used in
research (Krueger, Caspi, Moffitt, & Silva, 1998), and there is a high degree of overlap
among criterial sets for DSM diagnoses (Achenbach, 1993; Caron & Rutter, 1991; Clark,
Watson, & Reynolds, 1995; Lahey, Loeber, Frick, Quay, & Grimm, 1992). Finally,
severity of symptoms of a disorder is predictive of more rather than less comorbidity, the
converse of what would be expected in a neo-Kraeplinian (mutually exclusive,
categorical) conceptualization of psychopathology such as the DSM (Clark et al., 1995;
Knieger et al., 1998). Thus it is unclear to what degree recorded comorbidity rates are the
result of; (a) nonchance co-occurrence of different disorders, (b) to aitifactual
comorbidity due to problems with diagnostic criteria and rules (Achenbach, 1991a,
1993), (c) possibility that disorders (i.e., DSM diagnoses) are indicators of a more general
psychopathology rather than forming discrete categories (Krueger, Caspi, Moffitt, &
Silva, 1998), or (c) other sources of artifactual comorbidity such as referral bias in
clinical samples (Caron & Rutter, 1991).
With respect to distinctions among types of antisocial behavior, researchers
generally agree on a set of behaviors that are indicative of such behavior problems, i.e.,
oppositional behavior, symptoms of conduct disorder, aggression. See Table 1 for
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behaviors included in DSM diagnostic criteria and many child behavior checklists for
assessing disruptive and antisocial behavior in youth. This general agreement is
supported by high reliability and convergent validity in measurement of the general
constructs of disruptive and antisocial behavior (e.g., Achenbach, 1991b). In contrast,
questions of discriminant validity persist not only in terms of broad band syndromes
(internalizing vs. externalizing disorders), but more importantly for the present
discussion, in terms of distinctions between types of narrow band syndromes, i.e.,
between types of antisocial behavior within the hypothesized superordinate class of
disruptive (externalizing) behavior disorders. For example, in two recent studies of
disruptive behavior disorders, 96% of boys who met DSM criteria for Conduct Disorder
(CD), also met criteria for Oppositional Defiant Disorder (ODD) (Faraone, Biederman,
Keenan, & Tsuang, 1991; Walker, etal, 1991; see also, Achenbach, 1993; Hinshaw,
Lahey, & Hart, 1993), and in the DSM-m-R field trials, 84% of children who were
diagnosed with ODD, also met diagnostic criteria for CD (Achenbach, 1993; Spitzer,
Davies, & Barkley, 1990). Moreover, several studies examining overt and covert
disruptive behavior reported correlations between these subtype > ranging between .31.83, depending on age range and clinical status of samples used (e.g., Fergusson,
Horwood, & Lynskey, 1994; Gillmore, Hawkins, Catalano, Day, & Moore, 1991;
Stanger, Achenbach, & Verhulst, 1997). The range of correlation between overt and
covert subtypes suggests that some children are characterized by a mixed behavior
pattern, i.e., both overt and coveit.
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Table 1; OSM criteha for ODD. Overt and Covert CD and available items
DSM criteria

Parent repoit

Youth repon

Coim record

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

Yei
Yet
Yes
Yet
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yec

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Destroys property
Cruel to anii^s
Forced sex
Used weapon in fight
Initiates physical fights
Stolen with confiontation
Cniel to people
Often bullies, threatens others

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Covert CD
Stolen without confrontation
Runs away from home
Often lies
Broken into house, car. etc.
Sets fires
Often truant

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Ym

Ym

Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

ODD
Often loses temper
Often argues
Defies rules or requests
Deliberately annoys others
Blames others
Easily annoyed
Angiy and resentful
Spiteful or vindictive
Often swears
Overt CD

Note: see Appendix A for additiofial items used in the picsent study.

In the case of ODD and CD, the lack of clarity about the distinctiveness of the
two diagnostic categories appears primarily a result of two factors. First, ODD may
sometimes represent an early developmental stage of antisocial behavior (i.e., the overt
subtype of CD) (see Frick et al., 1993; Lahey and Loeber, 1994; Loeber et al., 1991) and,
second, overtly aggressive symptoms account for 8 of the 14 current DSM diagnostic
criteria for conduct disorder. There appears to be both a developmental relationship
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between the two syndromes and a high degree of overlap in the diagnostic criteria.
Although DSM hierarchical diagnostic rules indicate that a diagnosis of ODD should not
be made if criteria are met for CD, most relevant research has suspended DSMs
preemptory rules due to inconsistency in the rules and because the implied hierarchical
relations among the rules lack empirical support (Achenbach, 1993; Clark et al., 199S).
Further discussion of differentiai diagnosis and related issues is beyond the scope of the
present paper. For meta-analysis and scholarly discussions see Frick et al., 1993; Lahey
& Loeber, 1994; Loeber, Lahey & Thomas, 1991.
Empirical support for subtypes of antisocial behavior
Empirically baaed mukivariate studies suggest two primary subtypes of antisocial
behavior problems: overt, which includes aggressive acts such as bullying, cruelty,
fighting, attacking others, and forced sex, and covert, which includes lying, stealing,
setting fires, vandalism, joyriding and other non-aggressive delinquent aas (Achenbach,
Conners, Quay, Veriiulst, & Howell, 1989; Frick et al., 1993; Fergusson, et al., 1994;
Gillmore et al., 1991; Lahey & Loeber, 1994; Loeber & Schmaling, 198Sa; Stanger et al.,
1997; Quay, 1986). Although there are sometimes high positive correlations between
measures of overt and covert subtypes, and some children are in the deviant range (above
the 90* percentile of normative samples on behavior checklists) on both, approximately
50-75% of children are deviant on only one of the syndromes. For example, in a
community sample, 28% of children were deviant on the two syndromes and in a clinical
sample, the comorbid deviance rate was 4S% (McConaughy & Achenbach, 1994). One
proposed conceptualization of the association between overt and covert subtypes is that

the concurrent and longitudinal correlations between these subtypes result from their
composition of a higher order disruptiv e behavior (also called externalizing) disorder
factor (Achenbach, 1991b; Patterson et al., 1992; Stanger et al., 1997). Although overt
and covert behaviors are related, they also each account for unique variance.
Furthermore, different associations with criterion measures such as genetic patterns
(Eley, 1998), psychophysiological processes and markers (Moffitt et al., in press; Spoont,
1992), life outcomes, fiunily interaction patterns, and developmental patterns (Kazdin,
1992; Patterson, 1982, Patterson et al., 1992) is suggestive of validity for distinct
syndromes (Hinshaw, 1987).
Taking into account oppositional behavior and its DSM designation of
oppositional defiant disorder, three classes of disruptive behavior (overt, covert, and
oppositional) appear to compose correlated yet distinct dimensions of a broader construct,
i.e., disruptive behavior disorders. Empirical support for a distinction between these
dimensions is generated through a factor structure that has been obtained and replicated
using exploratory factor analysis (EFA) (Achenbach, 1991b; Achenbach et al., 1989;
Achenbach & Edelbrock, 1978; Gillmore et al., 1991; Hewitt & Jenkins, 1946; Jenkins &
Boyer, 1968; Loeber ft Schmaling, 198Sa; Loeber et al., 1991; Stanger et al., 1997;
Quay, 1986). Exploratory &ctor analysis, however, may not be a good tool to classify
psychopathology (e.g., Gorsuch, 1983; Krueger et al., 1998; Loehlin, 1998; McArdle,
1996; Watson, Clark, ft Haricness, 1994). First, the number and orientation of fiictors
used in EFA are not derived from theoretical or practical principles; instead they are
derived empirically (Knieger et al., 1998; Watson et al., 1994). Empirically derived
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panems of data are often difficult to interpret and are subject to post-hoc adjustments.
Moreover, they are highly sensitive to characteristics of the sample(s) available for study.
Second, the relative contributions of trait and method variance are virtually impossible to
disentangle. This second limitation appears to be particularly salient in studies of child
psychopathology owing to the frequent use of either single (maternal report) or limited
sources of information about behavior. The use of limited data sources for deriving
diagnoses that distinguish among highly similar dimensions of behavior makes specifying
the contributions of trait and method to these scores additionally important if valid
distinctions are to be made.
An alternative approach for classification, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA),
offers distinct advantages over EFA. First, it requires the investigator to specify a theory
about the number and orientation of factors that explain covariation in observed signs and
symptoms of psychopathology (Krueger et al., 1998). Second, plausible alternative
models (rival hypotheses) can be tested and compared for theoretical parsimony and fit to
the data. Third, method variance can be separately estimated through specification of
method factors. Fouith, in CFA the theoretical conceptualizations are expressed as
mathematical formalisms to be tested for their verisimilitude, thus providing a riskier test
of plausible rival hypotheses and enabling strong inference (Chamberlin, 196S; Krueger
et al., 1998; Piatt, 1964; Meehl, 1978, 1990). Finally, the dau patterns obtained through
CFA are easily interpreted and constrained by a priori, theory-based predictions.
Fergusson et al. (1994) examined the structure of DSM m-R criteria for
disruptive behavior disorders using a CFA approach. The investigators used a birth
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cohort (n = 739) of 15-year-old children involved in another longitudinal study
(Fergusson, Horwood, & Lynskey, 1993). The investigators obtained two reports of each
child's behavior completed by the parent (a Revised Behavior Problem Checklist (Quay
& Peterson, 1987) and a Self-Report Early Delinquency Scale: SRED (Moffitt & Silva,
1988). In addition, they obtained two self-reports completed by the child (the Diagnostic
Interview Schedule; Costello et al., 1982 and the SRED). Finally they obtained and coded
police contact records.
Model fit to the data' was compared for 1, 2, and 3 fiictor models using maximum
likelihood estimation. The results (summarized in Table 2) indicate that a single factor
model (disruptive behavior) provided an inadequate fit to the data. Although a two-factor
model of overt and covert conduct disorder (CD) improved the fit substantially, the
additional improvement of a three-&ctor model (ODD, overt CD, covert CD) reduced the
log-likelihood chi-square by a factor of 3, as well as increasing the adjusted goodness of
fit index (AGFI). The improvement of both indicators of model fit to the data (AGFI and
X^), with a substantial and statistically significant improvement in the latter, supports
distinct but correlated classes of antisocial behavior, oppositional, overt, and covert.
Fergusson et al. (1994) note that these results are consistent with a recent review of the
(exploratory) factor analytic literature (Loeber et al., 1991), which concluded that ODD
and CofKluct Disorder (with overt and covert subtypes) are distina domains of disruptive
behavior.

^ The model is the tqrpotheiized stnictuc liiikiiig measured variables to lataitwiM>ks, Le.. items oo a
behavior checklist (e.g., fighting) to the latent variable, i.e., oven behavior. Model fitting assesses the
goodness of fit of the observed data to the covarianoe stnicture implied by the model.

A limitation of the fine study by Fergusson et al. (1994) relevant to the present
discussion, is that rather than specifying separate methods factors the authors allowed
error terms to be correlated within each method (i.e., within each source of data).
Although correlated error terms provide some indication of method effects, this approach
also confounds method variance with variance due to measurement and sampling error.
The magnitude of these correlations was not reported by the authors, therd}y precluding
any estimate of method effects. The importance of method effects in the measurement of
child antisocial behavior is further discussed below.

Table 2 - Summaiy of fcsults of Confirmatoty Factor Analysis firom Fergussoa et aL. 1994
Model

Chi-squate

df

P

Adjusted goodness of
fit index

1 CKtor

X^ = 71.7

8df

<.001

ACn = .90

X- = 47.5

6df

<001

ACn = .92

= 27.0

7df

<001

AGFI = .96

x ' = 5.7

4dC

> .20

AGFI - .98

(disnipdve behavior)
2 factor
(ODD, CD)
2 fiKtor
(oven, coven)
3 £taoe

(ODD. oven, coven)
Note: ODD - oppositkMial defiant disorder, CD • conduct disonkr
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Three dimensions of antisocial behavior
Exploratory and confirmatory factor analytic results suggesting empirical support
for oppositional behavior as a distinct syndrome from overt and covert antisocial
behavior (or CD) show several things. First, there is overlap on only a few symptoms,
e.g., mild physical aggression. Second, the median age of onset of symptoms defining
ODD is earlier than that for overt and covert CD. Table 3 illustrates median age of onset
of oppositional, overt, and covert behaviors. The overlap in the ages of onset (particularly
with bullying, fighting, lying, and setting fires), suggests concurrent onset of oppositional
(ODD) and both overt and covert antisocial behaviors (CD) in some children (Lahey et
al., 1991). The overlap in symptoms may also be indicative of the developmental window
within which these problems begin. Nevertheless, there appears to be a clear demarcation
between the milder symptoms seen in the oppositional syndrome and those seen in the
oven and covert behavior syndromes.
Finally, in addition to the central tendency of the age of onset of these behaviors,
oppositional symptoms predict more serious disruptive symptoms (Lahey et al., 1991,
Loeber and Lahey, 1994), especially overtly aggressive symptoms. Despite the fact that
most children who meet diagnostic criteria for CD also meet criteria for ODD, the reverse
is not true (Lahey et al., 1991).
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Table 3: Median age of onset of oppositional, overt, and covert antisocial beha\ioTS
Median Age

3.0

Oppositional

Covert

Overt

Stubborn

3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0

Defies aduhs. temper tamnims

5.5
6.0

Initabie, argues

6.5

Blames others

7.0

Anmqrs others

7.5

Spiteful

8.0

Angiy

Lies
Fights

8.5
Sets fires

9.0
9.5
lO.O

Bullies
Uses weapons

Swean
Vandalizes

Cruel to animals

10.5
11.0
11.5

Physical cruelty

12.0

Steals, nins away

12.5

Truant

13.0
Note: Dau for this table were reported in Lahey ft Lodter (1994).

Mugs, breaks ft enters
Forces sex
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Developmental considerations in antisocial behavior
In general, it appears that some sort of early conduct problems are a precursor to
later delinquency in most children (Loeber et al., 1997; Robins, 1978). However,
certainty about developmental ordering and sequences of behaviors, their hierarchical
progression, is lacking. Both single (e.g., Klein, 1984) and multiple (e.g., Achenbach &
Edelbrock, 1981; Loeber et al. 1993) pathways have been proposed to explain the
development of antisocial behavior, although the strongest evidence points to the utility
of classification based on overt, covert, and oppositional subtypes of antisocial behavior,
with the proviso that some children exhibit behaviors characteristic of more than one
pattern. Moreover, agreement is high among scholars that use of these subtypes increases
prediction of the course and outcomes of antisocial behavior beyond more general
constructs such as conduct disorder (see Achenbach, 1993; Achenbach and Edelbrock,
1981; Achenbach, Howell, Quay, & Peterson, 1991; Kazdin, 1992, 1995; Frick et al.,
1993; Lahey et al., 1992; Fergusson, Horwood, & Lynskey, 1994; Loeber & Schmaling,
1985a 1985b; Loeber et al., 1993; Stanger et al., 1997).
In summary, the evidence on subtypes of disruptive and antisocial behaviors of
childhood suggests that there are three different, if overlapping types of behavior
patterns. Moreover, there appears to be substantial utility in examining antisocial youth
from the standpoint of their location, persistence, and desistence among these patterns.
Application to juvenile firesetting
Should firesetting be viewed and treated as a sign of an emerging pattern of antisocial
behavior, as a covert act of vandalism, as a unique problem requiring a narrow focus, or

perhaps as one panicularly troubling behavior among a pattern of persistent antisocial
behavior? Individual studies to date have not fiilly addressed whether firesetting is
primarily seen in conjunction with overt or covert patterns of antisocial behavior or both,
whether it systematically precedes or is preceded by various other forms of disruptive and
antisocial behavior, whether it is a unique syndrome not well explained by general
delinquency, or whether it may be an admixture of some or all of these things.
It appears to be the case that less serious disruptive behaviors tend to precede the
onset of moderately serious antisocial behaviors, that, in turn, precede the onset of very
serious acts. If Presetting, therefore, can be placed in context with other antisocial
behaviors, whether firesetting is more often associated with any particular antisocial
behavior pattern should become clearer. That is, if firesetting can be classified based on
covariation with other antisocial behavior then behavioral contexts related to heightened
risk for the emergence and persistence of firesetting may be identifiable.
As noted above, firesetting youth described in published studies are generally
characterized by greater frequency and variety of antisocial behavior, including more
frequent diagnoses of conduct disorder, than are comparison youth. The pattern of
evidence from published studies suggests that most firesetting in psychiatric patient and
adjudicated samples is likely to accompany an advanced, persistent, or opportunistic,
antisocial behavior pattern, with a smaller proportion accompanying a covert antisocial
behavior pattern. The present study aimed to clarify associations of firesetting with other
antisocial behaviors. The primary questions were; 1) whether firesetting is more often
associated with any particular pattern of antisocial behavior, i.e., overt, covert.

oppositional, or opportunistic, 2) whether the pattern of antisocial behavior in firesetting
juvenile offenders differs from non-firesetting juvenile offenders, and 3) whether there
are mean differences in level (variety and frequency) of which firesetting and nonfiresetting juvenile offenders are described as exhibiting antisocial behaviors.
CONCEPTUAL AND STATISTICAL BACKGROUND FOR THE PRESENT STUDY
Following a description provided by Fergusson et aL (1994), to conceptualize the
analytic models tested in the present study, assume that some sample has been measured
on items used to operationally define subtypes of antisocial behavior (overt, covert, and
oppositional) with these measurements being provided by three sources, e.g., self-report,
parent-report, and police or court records. Also assume that the test items have been
scaled to produce measures of behavior corresponding to (1) the extent to which
individuals are described as exhibiting oppositional antisocial behaviors; (2) the extent to
which individuals are described as exhibiting overt antisocial behaviors; (3) the extent to
which individuals are described as exhibiting covert antisocial behaviors; and (4) the
extent to which individuals are described as exhibiting firesetting behavior.
Cjiven measures of oppositional, overt, and covert antisocial behavior provided by
three sources, it is possible to (a) construct a measure of opportunistic antisocial behavior
(i.e., a higher-order fiictor with first-order factors of overt, covert, & oppositional as its
indicators. See Figure 4), and (b) to propose a series of models of the relationships
between measures of oppositional, overt, and covert antisocial behavior. Next, given a
sample of juvenile offenders who both show evidence of firesetting and exhibit varying
degrees of antisocial behavior and a comparison group of non-firesetting juvenile
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offenders who also exhibit varying degrees of antisocial behavior, it is possible to
compare the fit of various models of the overall structure of antisocial behavior for these
two groups. These model comparisons provide tests of hypotheses about the relationship
between firesetting and other antisocial behaviors.
Figure 1, shown above, and Figures 2-4 show proposed conceptual models that
incorporate theoretically and empirically supported subtypes of antisocial behavior as
described above. The model in Figure 2 is a single-factor model and assumes that the
measures of overt, covert, and oppositional antisocial behavior are all indicators of an
underlying unidimensionai or homogenous trait labeled antisocial behavior, which is
simply indicated on the measures of behavior in a variety of ways.
The model in Figure 3 assumes that a two-factor model describes the data. The
two-factor model assumes that items relating to aggressive or overt behaviors and items
relating to delinquent or covert behaviors load on separate factors, labeled overt and
covert. In this model, behaviors that would be classified as oppositional under the rubric
of the DSM m-R and DSMIV (American Psychiatric Association, 1987, 1994) are
considered aggressive behaviors and thus are indicators of the overt behavior factor.
These two ftctors are correlated.
The model in Figure I assumes that a three-factor model describes the data and
that items corresponding to oppositional antisocial behavior load on a common factor,
items corresponding to overt antisocial behavior load on a second common factor, and
items corresponding to covert antisocial behavior load on a third common fiictor. The
three factors are hypothesized to reflect correlated, but distinct types of antisocial
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behavior. The correlation among these factors may reflect a higher-order factor, i.e.,
disaiptive behavior.
The model in Figure 4 assumes that a four-fiictor model describes the data. The
three first-order &ctors (with observed variables as indicators) are those described in
Figure 3, and the fourth &ctor is a higher-order fi^tor (with other &ctors as indicators)
within which the three factors describing overt, covert, and oppositional behavior are
nested. This model assumes that the subtypes of antisocial behavior are expressions of an
underlying heterogeneous trait labeled disruptive behavior and that modeling the
relationships as a result of this higher-order ftctor provides a better fit to the data than
simply allowing the three factors to correlate.
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Figure 2. Antisocial behavior, single-factor model
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Figure 3. Two-factor model
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Figure 4 Four-factor model
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Given reliable measures of overt, covert, and oppositional antisocial behavior provided
by multiple sourc«s, the models can be fitted to the covariance matrix of the observed
data using confirmatory factor analysis. Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) involves (1)
representing the relationships between the observed behavior items and the latent factors
by a series of simultaneous linear equations, and (2) using the observed covariances to
estimate model parameters representing the &ctor loadings of the items on the latent
constructs (Byrne, 1994; Bollen, 1989; Fergusson et al., 1994; Loehlin, 1998; Long,
1983; McArdle, 1996). It can be shown mathematically that all models require the
estimation of fewer parameters than there are observed correlations (covariances) (see
e.g., Bollen, 1989; Loehlin, 1998). For example, the model in Figure I estimates nine
factor loadings from the 36 covariances between the nine items. The requirement of CFA
for limits on the number of parameter estimates implies that all models are falsifiable to
the extent that they will not fit the observed data as a matter of mathematical necessity
and, as a result, inadequate models can be rejected on the basis of evidence of poor model
fit (Bentler & Bennett, 1980; Bentler, 1995; Bollen, 1989; Fergusson et al., 1994).
Evidence of model fit is typically evaluated using two approaches. The likelihood
ratio chi-square tests the hypothesis that the model holds exactly in the population. A
non-significant chi-square value is taken to indicate that the reproduced covariance
structure is exactly that of the population. The other usual approach to evaluating model
fit is with a variety of descriptive measures, called fit indices, of the fit of the observed
data to the covariance matrix generated by hypothesi2ed model. That is, these fit indices
evaluate how well the pattern of observed covariances "fit" with that hypothesized by the
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model such that the residual variance is within the limits predicted by sampling error.
Model fit indices are generally based on both a null model that assumes all observed
variables are uncorrelated and a saturated model that computes paths from all variables to
all other variables, thus attaining a perfect fit. The fit indices, using the appropriate
degrees of freedom, compare the model fit to both the worst possible fit, i.e., the largest
chi-square that could be generated based on the model in question (see Bentler &
Bonnett, 1980; Bollen, 1989; Loehlin, 1998; Mulaik, James, Van Alstine, Bennett, Lind,
& Stillwell, 1989), and an ideal fit based on a completely unrestricted model. Standard
model fit indices such as the Comparative Fit Index, range from 0 to 1, with 0 indicating
complete lack of fit to the observed data and 1 indicating perfect fit to the data. These socalled practical fit indices, therefore, indicate the degree to which the hypothesized
covariance structure reproduces the observed data. Practical fit indices above .90 are
generally considered to describe a "good" fit, and those above .95 are considered to
describe "very good" fit.
The chi-square test is a highly stringent measure of fit, and the practical fit indices
have urJcnown distributional properties (MacCallum, Browne, & Sugawara, 1996). An
inferential approach to model fit is given by the root-mean-square error of approximation
(RMSEA; Steiger & Lind, 1980). The known distributional properties of RMSEA allow
confidence intervals to be computed around the point estimate of fit indicating the degree
of imprecision of the estimate (MacCallum, Browne, & Sugawara, 1996). RMSEA values
of 0 to .05 are taken to indicate exact fit and those between .05 and .08 indicate close fit.
Higher values are considered indicative of poor fit (Browne and Cudek, 1993;
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MacCalium et al., 1996). If the confidence interval includes zero, the hypothesis of exact
fit is retained. If the entire confidence interval is above .05, the hypothesis of not-close fit
is retained.
Finally, in evaluating CFA results, alternative, nested models are compared on a
combined basis of their explanatory power, parsimony, fit with existing theory, and the
relative goodness of fit to the observed data as indicated by fit indices. For example, if
two models are similar on one index, but one of the models is superior on another, all
things being equal, the latter would usually be preferred. Given two alternative models
with equivalent fit indices, the model that is more parsimonious, i.e., has fewer estimated
parameters, would be preferred.
Factorial Invariance and Multigroup Covariance Structure Analvsis
The question whether factor patterns and configurations are equivalent or
invariant across groups or samples is known as factorial invariance or factorial
equivalence (e.g., Gorsuch, 1983; Joreskog, 1971; Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). Recent
developments in structural equation modeling and confirmatory factor analysis have
allowed for simultaneous testing of factorial invariance across groups (Bentler, 1989,
1992; Jdreskog, 1971; Jdreskog and Sdibom, 1988). Specifically, multigroup covariance
structure analysis (CSA) provides a test of the invariance of both the general model, in
the present study, the general structure of antisocial behavior in juvenile offenders who
set fires and those who do not. Multigroup CSA also allows the constraining of model
parameters to be invariant across the groups. Modeling software computes a multivariate
statistical test of invariance for each parameter in the model. It is, therefore, possible to
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obtain evidence bearing both on whether the groups differ generally and on whether they
differ in specific ways such as, for example, on level of aggression. The application of the
present set of analyses germane to the stated aims was to; 1) examine the general
structure of antisocial behavior in the two groups as noted above, and 2) impose crossgroup equality constraints on model parameters. The cross-group constraints addressed
questions related to whether particular factor loadings or particular factors, e.g.,
aggression, differ across the groups.
Mukigroup CSA analyzes data from the two groups simultaneously, and in the
present study, examined hypotheses about whether a single model adequately reproduced
the observed data (Bentler, 1995) in both groups. Thus, the overall question examined in
the multigroup analyses conducted for this study, was whether firesetters differed from
other juvenile offenders in the overall structure of antisocial behavior. Further, by
constraining model parameters across the groups, indications of whether there were any
specific differences were given. Finally, these analyses were followed with tests of mean
differences across the groups in order to examine differences in level of antisocial
behavior. The generated fit indices evaluated the fit of the data for both groups to
alternative models, including with cross group constraints imposed on factor loadings, or
path coefficients, and fiutor intercorrelations.

It was hypothesized that juvenile offenders who set fires would fit the same
general model of the structure of antisocial behavior as would comparable non-firesetting
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juvenile offenders. If this were so, the three-factor model (illustrated in Figure 1) should
best fit the data for both groups.
One alternative hypothesis suggesting that persistent, opportunistic antisocial
behavior is unidimensional (single pathway model), is that though the three-factor model
illustrated in Figure 1 will best fit the data for non-firesetten, a single factor model will
best fit the data for firesetters.
Also tested was an intermediate alternative suggested by empirically derived
syndromes (e.g., Achenbach, 1991a, 1991b) that oppositional behavior is a subset of
overt antisocial behavior (illustrated in Figure 3). Should the data for either or both
groups best fit the two-factor model, that would suggest that oppositional behavior is not
measurably distinct from overt antisocial behavior in that group.
The four-factor model illustrated in figure 4 assumes that though there are three
dimensions of antisocial behavior, the data are best described by explicitly modeling
these dimensions as manifestations of a higher-order construct, which is labeled
disruptive behavior.
Finally, it is possible that both groups will fit the same general structure of
antisocial behavior but that there are differences in level of one or more of the factors
(types of antisocial behavior). Tests of mean level differences were conducted following
the confirmatory &ctor analytic models. These tests used an index of overt and covert
behavior (a unit-weighted fiictor) in a general linear model. Unit-weighted factors and the
mean difference analyses are described below.
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METHODS
Background
The data for the present study were drawn from the Colorado Longitudinal Youth
Survey (CLYS). Elaine A. Blechman, Ph.D., Psychology Department, University of
Colorado, directs the CLYS, in cooperation with the Boulder County Distria Attorney's
Office. The CLYS is an ongoing, longitudinal, cost-effectiveness study of resilience and
of juvenile justice interventions. These aspects of the CLYS are not relevant to the
present investigation and are not described here.
Subjects
The subjects are 219 diversion offenders, from Cohort 1 of the CLYS. Diversion
offenders are first felony or repeat misdemeanor offenders whose families are deemed
able to provide supervision and who present no immediate risk to self or others. There
were 85 firesetting (FS) and 134 non-firesetting (NFS) youth (selection criteria are
described below), ages 11-18. The FS group averaged age 14 and the NFS group age IS
at intake. Both groups were mostly white and male. See Table 4 for additional descriptive
data.
Data were gathered from two primary sources; (1) Records-based data collection.
For each youth, data on criminal charges and convictions, interventions, and various life
outcomes are continuously collected from records of intervention and program providers,
court, motor vehicles, and schools. (2) Interview-based data collection. Trained CLYS
project staff collect numerous measures (those measures relevant to the proposed
investigation are described below) during 5 assessment interviews with the subjects and
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their parents. The intake assessments (Time 1) are conducted at the Boulder County
Justice Center during the week after court appearance and the month after the index arrest
with all juvenile offenders who are candidates for diversion status. Juvenile offenders are
eligible for diversion in Boulder County when they are arrested for a first non-violent
felony or for a repeat misdemeanor. Time I assessment is repeated in a slightly modified
form at Time 2 (5 months after Time 1). Time 3 (12 months after Time 1), Time 4 (24
months after Time 1), and Time S (36 months after Time 1). Only Time 1 measures were
available for the present study.
The interviews include standardized measures, with known psychometric
properties, of child- and parent-rated problem behaviors. The measures include numerous
items reflective of overt, covert, and oppositional antisocial behaviors, as well as
competencies, substance abuse, general psychopathology, and at later time points, life
outcomes such as school problems and school dropout.

Table 4; Sample descriptive sialislics by group
Mean

FS group
CBCLaipcHioa total score
CBG. ddiaqiieni total sooie
YSRaifmiioo total wore
YSR deUniueat total tooic
Number of charges at intake
Overt Factor
Covert Factor
Oppositional Factor
A^aliMake
Gender
Ethnicity

12,52
8.11
11.53
7.26
.93
.27
.42
.28
14.2

SO
8,39
3.63
556
3,16
1.33
1.05
I.IO
1.07
1.6

N
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85

Range

78
22
81
13
6

66
19
69
II
5

Male
Female
White
Hispanic
African-American

%

0-35
0-21
1-25
0-15
0-6
-1.43 -2,48
-1,35 -5,20
-1,55 -2.64
11-18

NFS group
CBCL Aggicssion total looic
CBCL Delinquent T-SOOR
YSR aggicssioii total score
YSR delinquent total score
Nunter of criminal charges at intake
Overt Factor
Coven Factor
Oppositional Factor
A^ at intake
Gender
Ethnicity

Male
Female
While
Hispanic
African-American

8.45
5.84
10.11
6.0
1.09
-.18
-.24
-.16
15.3

6.90
4,62
5.61
3.25
1.44
.92
.83
,91
1.6

134
134
134
134
134
134
134
134
134
91
43
LUO
26
8

0-29
0-21
0-26
0-16
-1.70-2.4«
-1,40-2.27
-2.02-264
11-18
68
32
75
19
6

Note; FS = fifcselliiig group, NFS = non-fiicselliiig group, CBCL = Child Bebivior Checklist, YSR = Youth Seir-Repoil

rnformed consent
All diversion offenders who provide data for the CLYS explicitly consent to do
so. Identifying names have been stripped from all information obtained from first cohort
panicipants. Future waves of data collection that involve records-based data collection
will obtain consent to collect data with names as identifiers from all participants,
including those who previously consented under the condition that names were removed
from records.
Methods and procedure for the present studv
This sample of Time 1 data from 219 youth includes 85 subjects with a positive
response by the youth or parent to at least I of 4 items indicating firesetting behavior
within the past 6 months. One pair of items (youth-repoit, parent-report) is scored as not
true, sometimes true, or very often true. The other pair of items is scored as a frequency:
0 times, 1 or 2 times, 3 or more times. Classifying firesetters within samples based on the
response of either a parent or the youth is consistent with other empirical studies of
juvenile firesetting. Because of its covert nature, firesetting by a juvenile is often
unknown to the parent; thus, the usual method of agreement between sources in assessing
reliability of information has been found to be inadequate to establish reliability of
reports of firesetting (Kolko & Kazdin, 1988).
Measurement
This section: (I) identifies the primary measures used in the present study, (2)
identifies the constructs (represented as latent variables or factors in confirmatory factor
models) and the observed indicators (items) hypothesized to load on them, (3) identifies
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consirua indicators (listed in Appendix A), (4) describes the constructs, (5) describes the
measures from which the items used as indicators are drawn including information about
reliability and validity, and (6) describes the construction and use of unit-weighted
factors as indicators of latent constructs.
Measures
Parent-report. (I) Child Behavior Checidist (CBCL, Achenbach, 1991b), (2) Selfreported Early Delinquency Scale (SRED, Mbffit & Silva, 1988), (3) Police and agency
records.
Child-report. (1) Youth Self-Report (YSR, Achenbach, 1991c), (2) Self-reported
Early Delinquency Scale (SRED, Mbffit & Silva, 1988), (3) Police and agency records.
Police and Court Reixart: legal offenses including type of current offense and
number and type of prior offenses.
Constructs
Rather than using individual items as factor indicators, scores for indicators of the
three factors, overt, covert, and oppositional antisocial behavior, were formed by
computing unit-weighted &ctor scores from each data source (parent, child, court). Unitweighted factors are computed as standardized deviation scores (z-scores) from the
averaged sum of individual items identified as measuring a factor or latent construct.
Unit-weighted Actors have been demonstrated to have a number of desirable qualities
that make them preferable to differentially weighted &ctors. Results from numerous
applications and data simulations indicate that differentially weighted factors tend to have
large standard errors and to provide unstable (sample-specific) estimates of parameters.
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except when sample sizes are very large (Figueredo, McKnight, McKnight, &
Sidani, 1999). Conversely, unit-weighted factors provide a high degree of reliability due
to the aggregation of multiple items, have been demonstrated to correlate .95 with
differentially-weighted factors, and show lower standard errors and increased stability of
estimates across studies and samples as compared to differentially-weighted factors
(Dawes, 1971; Dawes & Corrigan, 1974; Figueredo, et al.,1999; Nunnally and Bernstein,
1994; Kaiser, 1970; Wainer, 1976). In general, unit-weighted fiutors provide somewhat
conservative, though stable, parameter estimates. Further, the use of deviation scores
eliminates potential bias or incompatibility due to different numbers of indicators for
each factor or different metrics of measurement when indicators from different measures
are combined. Finally, under conditions of missing data, unit-weighted factors provide
scores for all subjects with at least a minimum of scores by computing the mean of
available scores. Under conditions of missing data, data simulations have demonstrated
that unit-weighted factors, when compared to results based on completed data, provide
excellent estimates if measures are reliable and data are missing at random (Figueredo, et
al.,1999).
For the present study, unit-weighted &ctor scores for each method, or data source,
were computed separately on the entire sample. For example, overt antisocial behavior
has as its indicators: 1) the deviation score of parent-rated overt items, 2) the deviation
score of youth-rated overt items, and 3) the deviation score of number of over
(aggressive) offenses in court records. The following sections provide additional detail
regarding individual items that compose each unit-weighted &ctor.
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Firesetting. There is a single item regarding firesetting behavior within the past 6
months on each of the parent- and youth-report measures, the CBCL, the YSR, and the
SRED (3 items), and in court records (arson charges). Responses to these items were used
to form a group labeled firesetting. As noted above, a positive response to any item
indicating firesetting behavior within the past 6 months by either parent or child
determined the grouping. The remainder of subjects, who had no positive responses by
either parent or child indicating firesetting behavior, nor had charges of arson in court
records, determined the non-firesetting group.
Covert antisocial behavior. Appendix A lists 49 covert antisocial behavior items
from the CBCL, YSR, and SRED. There are 49 items for child reports and 11 items for
parent report (the delinquent behavior subscale of the CBCL). All DSM criteria for covert
conduct disorder behaviors are included. Additional items from the SRED indicating a
variety of specific behaviors would be subsumed under more general criteria for DSM,
i.e., destruaion of property or stealing without confrontation of a victim. Cronbach's
alpha for the child-reported items was .90 and .83 for parent reported items.
Overt antisocial behavior. Appendix A lists 21 overt antisocial behavior items
from CBCL, YSR, and SRED. There are 9 items for parent (alpha = .82) and 21 items for
child reports (alpha = .85). The 9 items on both the parent and child measures correspond
with DSM criteria for diagnosis of overt conduct disorder, with the exception of forced
sexual activity, which is not an item on child or parent measures included in this study. It
is, however, included as a criminal charge. The items also correspond with those used in
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the CFA investigation examining DSM criteria for disruptive childhood behaviors, which
was discussed above (Fergusson et al., 1994).
Oppositional behavior. Appendix A lists 12 oppositional behavior items from
CBCL and YSR. There are 12 items for both parent (alpha - .83) and child (alpha = .75)
reports. Five of the eight current DSM items for diagnosis of conduct disorder are
provided, the remainder are analogous items, though not identical. See Table 1 for a
listing of DSM criteria and comparison with items included in this study.
Description, reliabilitv. and validity of measurement instruments
Parent-report Child Behavior Checidist (CBCL) (Achenbach, 1991b). The CBCL
is a 118-item behavior checklist completed by a parent. The CBCL asks for parent's
responses as they relate to their child currently or within the past 6 months. Responses are
scored: 0 - not true (as far as you know), 1 -somewhat or sometimes true or, 2 - very true
or nften true.
In addition to individual item scores, the CBCL is used to derive a total problems
score and syndrome scores on 2 broad band and 9 narrow band clinical scales. The
syndromes are based on empirical covariation of items derived through exploratory factor
analyses across numerous studies (see Achenbach, 1991a). The two broad band
syndromes are labeled: (1) internalizing problems, and (2) externalizing problems. The 9
narrow band syndromes are labeled: (1) withdrawn, (2) somatic complaints, (3)
anxious/depressed, (4) social problems, (5) thought problems, (6) attention problems, (7)
delinquent behavior, (8) aggressive behavior, and (9) sex problems.

Reliability seems adequate for this instrument. Average one-week test-retest
reliability reported across age and gender groups for the aggressive and c . nquent
behavior scales are .91 and .86 (Achenbach, 1991b).
Raw scores on subscales are converted to T scores based on age and sex group
percentiles in normative samples. Individual scale scores are considered in the clinical
range above T = 70. Percentile rankings forT scores vary dependent upon base rate of
problems in normative samples and range between the 82"^ and 90"* percentile for most
sex and age groups. Discriminative efficiency of the cut-points was evaluated using
Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) analysis. ROC analysis assesses the rates of
true and false positive and negative categorization of individuals to groups. Clinically
referred and clinically non-referred samples were compared for categorization efficiency.
The CBCL was reported to have specificity of 99% (true positive rate), and sensitivity of
84% (true negative rate) in determining clinical status across age and sex groups
(Achenbach, Howell, Quay, & Connors, 1991). Raw scores were used for the present
study as is generally reconunended for statistical analysis to avoid tnincation of scores
(Achenbach, 1991b).
Convergent validity (an aspect of construct validity) was assessed through
correlation with other, similar measures (e.g., Connors Parent Questionnaire (Connors,
1973). The range of correlations is about .60 to about .90. Factor analytic studies support
the general syndromes described here, and lend further support to convergent validity
(see Loeber, Lahey, and Thomas, 1991; Quay, 1996). Discriminant validity for some
syndromes has support (Stickle, 1998).
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Child-report. Youth Self-Report (YSR, Achenbach, 199lb). The YSR is a youth
completed behavior checklist with items identical those of the CBCL, except for
phrasing. The YSR can be administered orally to children ages 4 to 18, or be filled out
directly by those 11 to 18.
Reliability and validity of the YSR appear to be adequate, with coefficients
reported in the same range as these for the CBCL (see Achenbach, 1991b).
Self-Reported Early Delinquency Scale (SRED) (Moffitt & Silva, 1988). SelfReponed Early Delinquency Scale (SRED) (Moffitt and Silva, 1988). A shortened, 38
item version of the SRED was administered. The SRED is an interview-based instrument
developed specifically for; (1) assessing incidence and prevalence of delinquent and
antisocial behaviors, and (2) describing delinquent characteristics of subjects for testing
theory about the development of delinquent behavior (Moffitt & Silva, 1988).
The items form two theoretically specified summary scales labeled "illegal" and
"norm violation." The norm violation items were selected from a larger pool based on
expert ratings as non-trivial acts, i.e., the act is illegal and it was deemed worthy of police
intervention by police officers (who were among the expert raters). All selected items
were rated then rated by both experts and lay persons on perceived seriousness, from 0;
"harmless prank," to 20: "extremely serious, requires police intervention." Pooled
seriousness ratings (there were no statistically significant differences between the lay and
expert ratings) were used to form scoring weights for the items.
Instrument reliability seems adequate. One-month test-retest reliability for the
number of total acts reported is estimated at .85. Internal consistency for the scales, as
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estimated by the Kuder-Richardson-20 coefficient, is reported to be 90 and .81,
respectively.
Convergent validity was assessed via convergence of recorded scores with
independent ratings obtained from parents and teachers of the same behaviors assessed by
the SRED. The parents completed the Revised Behavior Problem Checklist (RBPC, Quay
and Peterson 1983), a behavior rating scale for the major categories of child
psychopathology. The teachers completed the Rutter Child Scale B (RCSB, Rutter,
Tizard & Whitmore, 1970), a 26-item behavior questionnaire. The S8-item SRED total
behaviors correlated .45 with parent report and .28 with teacher report. The 29-item
illegal scale correlated .46 with parent report and .27 with teacher report (all p < .001).
Police and ayencv report. CLYS staff assesses the reliability of police and court
records via telephone and personal interviews with youth, parents, teachers, school and
justice-system personnel. Listing of charges for any particular individual were not
thought to constitute a construct or scale and were not subjected to psychometric analysis.
Analyses
Multiple group covariance structure confirmatory factor aiulysis models were
conducted using EQS for two groups; (1) firesetting (n = 85), and (2) non-firesetting (n =
134). The non-firesetting comparison group provides a comparison with youth who
exhibit comparable firequencies of oppositional, aggressive, and delinquent antisocial
behavior to the firesetting group. Power analysis was computed using a SAS program for
tests of fit in covariance structure models (MacCallum et al.. 1996). Power to detect exact

(< 05) and close fit (< 08) by RMSEA was approximately .70 and .95. These power
estimates are an approximation as the various models had different degrees of freedom.
The multigroup confirmatory factor models were fit for 1, 2, 3, and 4 factor
models as described above (see Figures I - 4). Briefly, to reiterate the hypotheses, if
firesetting offenders in this sample come from the same population as the non-firesetting
offenders, then the same model should fit equally well for the firesetting and nonfiresetting groups. If firesetting is primarily a concomitant of persistent antisocial
behavior (high relative frequency of aas with serious consequences), then either the
single-factor model (Figure 2), representing a homogenous antisocial behavior construct,
or the three-factor model representing a more heterogeneous construct should best fit the
firesetting sample. Based on the reviewed empirical evidence, it was hypothesized that
the three-factor model should best fit both groups, but that the firesetting group would
show higher mean level of antisocial behavior.
RESULTS
Table S shows zero-order correlations of parent and youth reports, and court
records of overt, covert, and oppositional behaviors. The parent and youth reports show
high correlations among same source (method) indicators of different constructs. Court
records of overt and covert behavior are uncorrelated. Because of this surprisingly high
degree of method variance, especially among the parent ratings, and concerns about the
discrimination among subtypes as noted above, methods &ctors were added to the
hypothesized models. As an example. Figure 5 shows a model with three trait and two
method factors. Note also that the covariance between the different constructs measured
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via court records is fixed to zero, as indicated by the lack of correlation and therefore no
method effect from this data source^.

Table S. Correlations between parent aod youth repoits and couit leoofds of overt covert, and oppositional
(ODD) behaviors
I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1. overt

1.00

2. covert

.75

1.00

3 . ODD

.81

.75

1.00

4. overt

.28

.24

.29

1.00

5. coven

.22

.36

.18

.59

1.00

6. ODD

.25

.23

.31

.79

.29

1.00

7. overt

.10

-.05

.10

.10

b
00

Parent

.11

1.00

8. covert

.06

.17

.11

-.04

.13

-.10

.01

Youth

•

Court

^ A model with a third method Actor testing the oilierwiK best fitting model wai lUL ft provided an
inadequate fit to the datt.

1.00
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Fieure 5: Three-trait and two-method fdCtor model
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Table 6 shows comparisons of the fit of 1, 2, 3, and 4 "trait" factor models, which
also included 2 method factors (parent ratings and youth ratings). A three trait and two
method factor model, illustrated in figures 6a (non-firesetting group) and 6b (firesetting
group), is clearly the best fitting model. Additional comparisons were run after a
respecification of the model with no method fiictcrs, but allowing correlated error terms
within each method. This model was acceptable on all indices. It was not, however, an
improvement over the fit of the three trait and two method factor model.
The lack of improvement after removing method factors from the model is
illustrated in Table 6 by the non-significant hierarchical chi-square difference test and a
slight decrement in the RMSEA (root-mean-square error approximation). Moreover, the
three-factor model with method &ctors accounted for, on average, three times the
variance accounted for by the three trait factors alone. Though method variance had no
discernible effea on determining the overall structure of antisocial behavior, the
proportion of variance accounted for by method of measurement is notable. Implications
of the relations among trait and method variance in measurement of antisocial behavior
are addressed in the discussion section of this report.
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Table 6. Multigroup Confiniiatot>' Factor Analysis Model Summaries

Model

Chi-

df

P

cn

RMSEA

square
l-£Ktor

72

difference
43

<01

.97

54

42

<.10

.98

(overt, covert)
3-factor

.06
(-03. .08)

(antisocial behavior)
2-factor

•i

48

41

>19

.99

(ODD, overt, covert)

.04

18(1)

(0 0. .06)

p<01

.03

6(1)

(0.0, .05)

p <.05

.04

6(8)

(0.0. .06)

as.

w/method factors
(figures 6a/6b)

3-fiKtor

42

33

(ODD, overt, covert)

>12

.99

correlated errors

Note; ODD - oppositional defiant disorder, CD - conduct disorder. CFI - Companiive fit index. RMSEA •
root-mean-square error approximation, ^ difference is the difference in the hierarchical chi-square test as
compared to that for the above model in this table.

Figure 6a Three trail and two method factor model ibr Non-l*irescltit\g Group
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I

Note: goodness-of-fit summary for both groups in Mulligroup covariance structure model
X' = 48 (41
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Figure 6b: Three trail and two method factor model tor Fiiesetting Group
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Note: goodness-of-t'it summary
=4 8( 4 1 p> 19, CFI = 99, R M S E A = 0 3
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The results of these analyses indicate quite clearly that firesetting and nonfiresetting juvenile offenders fit the same general structure of antisocial behavior. The
three-factor structure suggested by the present set of analyses is consistent with previous
analyses (e.g., Fergusson et al., 1994; Loeber & Schmaling, 198Sa), with summaries of
the preponderance of empirical data on disruptive and antisocial behavior in childhood
and adolescence (e.g., Frick et al., 1993), and with DSM diagnostic criteria.
The only parameter showing a significant difference between groups in these
models (see figures 6a & 6b), was on parent reports of overt behavior. In the nonfiresetting group, this path was of very low magnitude and non-significant. In the
firesetting group the path coefficient was .39 and statistically significant. The other
apparent difference, in the path coefficient from overt behavior to court records (.40 and
.72), was not statistically significant in either univariate or multivariate tests computed in
the multigroup analysis. The difference in parent ratings between groups raised the
question whether the ratings of one group of parents are simply invalid, as might be
indicated by the lack of their contribution to the measurement of overt behavior in the
non-firesetting group. Alternatively, some systematic difference in the firesetting and
non-firesetting offenders might be indicated by this difference. Finally, it is possible that
one difference across the various models is simply a Type I error. Between groups
analyses were run both to examine differences in level of antisocial behavior between
groups and to test for differences in measures of overt behavior across groups excluding
parent ratings.
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Tests of mean differences of the unit-weighted factors
An analysis of variance was run in the SAS system general linear models
procedure (SAS Institute, 1996) with firesetting status (coded 0 or 1) as the dependent
variable, and the unit-weighted factor scores of overt, covert, and oppositional behavior
as independent variables. For this analysis, the overt factor was recomputed without
parent ratings as a way of examining the influence of difference from sources other than
parent ratings. See Table 7 for a listing of means and standard deviations. Note that the
computation of overt behavior is shown both with and without parent ratings. Table 8
shows significant mean difTerences on both covert and oppositional behavior between the
firesetting and non-firesetting groups. Overt behavior means were not significantly
different with parent ratings excluded. Because variety and frequency of antisocial acts
may differ by gender, a chi-square test of proportions (gender by group) was run to
examine possible influence of differing group composition. The result was not significant
(X^ = 2 .4(1), p > . 10). Moreover, analysis of variance with group as the dependent
variable showed no main effea of gender, and no interaction of overt, covert, or
oppositional behavior and gender either with or without parent ratings of overt behavior
(p values all Tt .25). Mixed gender in the groups is unlikely to have influenced results.
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Table 7: Means and standard deviations of unit-weighted factors
FS Group

NFS Group

(n == 85)

(n = 134)

Variable

M

SD

M

SD

Overt

.27

1.05

-.18

.92

Overt 2

.03

.24

-.02

.24

Covert

.42

1.10

-.24

.83

Oppositional

.28

1.07

-.16

.91

Note; FS = Presetting group, NFS = non-firesetting group. Overt 2 excludes
parent ratings of overt behavior.

Table 8; Mean differences on overt, covert, and oppositional behavior
d=

Source

DF

SS

MS

F

P<

Model

3

6.80

2.27

10.79

.0001

Overt

I

0.56

0.56

2.67

.10

.23

Covert

1

4.85

4.85

23.05

.0001

.67

ODD

1

1.39

1.39

6.63

.05

.36

Note: d - effect size (Cohen's d). Measure of overt behavior excludes parent ratings.
ODD = oppositional defiant disorder/oppositional behavior.
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DISCUSSION
Juveniles who set fires have long been recognized to exhibit a variety of
psychological and behavioral problems (e.g., Gaynor & Hatcher, 1987; Kolko,
1985,1988, in press; Kolko & Kazdin, 1986, 1992; Lewis & Yamell, 1951). Lack of
adequately designed and controlled studies until very recemly has hampered clarifying
the nature of association between Presetting and other problems. Though in recent studies
Presetting versus non-flresetting youth are consistently described as exhibiting a higher
variety and frequency of antisocial acts, general antisocial behavior constructs such as
conduct disorder have failed to account for Presetting. Results from the current study
appear to be a step toward clarifying relations among Presetting and other antisocial
behaviors.
Firesetting juvenile offenders exhibit heterogeneity of antisocial behaviors. There
is no apparent "specialization" in offending (Simon, 1997) nor evidence for a unique
syndrome. The current results replicate and extend previous Pndings (e.g.. Forehand et
al., 1991; Kolko & Kazdin, 1992); firesetting juvenile offenders exhibited a significantly
higher variety and frequency of antisocial acts than did comparable offenders.
Comparison to a large group of non-firesetting youth who also engage in varied antisocial
behavior suggests that, at least in those youth who exhibit other antisocial behaviors,
fu-esetting is likely to accompany advanced, persistent antisocial behavior.
In considering interpretation of the utility of these results for classiPcation of
firesetting, six factors merit consideration. First, younger age of onset of antisocial
behavior has been strongly linked to persistent and violent antisocial behavior (e.g..
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Blumsiein, Cohen, Roth, & Vishner, 1986; Farrington, 1983, Panerson et al., 1992;
Mcffitt, 1993). The Presetting group in the present study was, on average a year younger
at the time of arrest than the non-firesetting group. That fact alone may not be important.
However, when it is paired with a significantly higher variety and frequency of antisocial
behavior, the significantly younger age composition supports an interpretation that the
firesetting group is more likely to be populated with persistent of&nders. Evidence cited
above shows that firesetting tends to have a relatively young age of onset compared to
other antisocial behaviors with serious consequences. Because prior ofifending and
persistent antisocial behavior are among the strongest predictors of serious, violent
antisocial behavior (Loeber & Farrington, 1998), an important possibility that emerges
from an association between firesetting and persistent antisocial behavior is that
firesetting may be an early marker of persistent antisocial behavior, and may, therefore,
foreshadow later violence.
Antisocial behavior seems best characterized as a heterogeneous dimension. As
antisocial behavior increases in severity, i.e., in frequency and seriousness of the
consequences of acts, it becomes more, rather than less, heterogeneous (e.g., Loeber et
al., 1997; Loeber & Stouthamer-Loeber, 1998). Firesetting appears to be best understood
when placed in a fivnework

of its emergence, location, persistence, and desistence along

a developmental pathway of persistent antisocial behavior. This framework, or
nomological net, is made up of what appear to be laws about the manner in which
antisocial behavior emerges, and then persists and desists.

In addition to an early age of onset, persistent antisocial behavior: (a) is
characterized by relatively more variety and frequency of antisocial acts as compared to
other individuals with a later onset and less persistent pattern, (b) shows continuity and
increasing variety, seriousness, and frequency of all types of antisocial behaviors over
time, (c) continues through adolescence and into adulthood, and (d) often includes
aggressive and violent acts. If firesetting is indeed a precursor to serious and violent
antisocial behavior, then predictions about behavior over time will fit probabilistic laws
of persistent antisocial behavior.
Second, the present set of analyses used a dimensional approach to measurement
of psychopathology. This approach is likely to have given more information about the
continuous underlying tendencies of antisocial behavioral disturbance than would a
categorical approach. Taylor, Sandberg, Thorley, &, Giles (1991, as cited in Fergusson et
al., 1994), noted that in their study of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD),
a small proportion of individuals in the upper 1-2% of the distribution who displayed a
different pattern of hyperactive behavior qualitatively different from that of the remainder
of their sample. This pattern of behavior was judged to be different in both
symptomatology and in etiology. Categorical designations such as conduct disorder
truncate within group distinctions and limit detection and measurement of extreme
dimensions except by symptom counts. Symptom counts may be usefiil, but some
behaviors such as violence are qualitatively different from milder forms of antisocial
behavior that may emerge through the same developmental pathway.
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Firesetting youth have consistently been perceived to be qualitatively difTerent
from other emotionally and behaviorally disturbed youth. In the present sample, a
younger age of escalation of antisocial behavior to a pattern that includes a significantly
higher variety and frequency of acts was observed among firesetting juvenile offenders.
Perceived differences reported in clinical observation of firesetting youth (e.g., Fineman,
1985; Gaynor & Hatcher, 1987; Wooden & Berkey, 1980), may well be because
firesetting often emerges within a developmental tnyectory consistently leading to
persistent antisocial behavior.
Third, apparent inconsistencies from past studies in terms of whether firesetting
groups demonstrate a consistently higher level of antisocial behavior, are probably not
inconsistent at all. As noted above, some findings reported higher levels of overt
antisocial behavior, some of covert antisocial behavior, although general designations
such as conduct disorder did not distinguish between groups. Evidence on developmental
trajeaories in antisocial behavior suggests that as youth escalate to more serious
behaviors, they accumulate additional behaviors rather than replacing those antisocial
behaviors that emerge earlier (Patterson, 1980; Loeber, 1988). Moreover, antisocial
behavior is discontinuous (Lahey et al., 1995), so cross-sectional studies may be
measuring many individuals during a period of relatively lower offending. Thus, these
apparent inconsistencies could be a result of difficulties in cross-seaional measurement
of a heterogeneous construct that is discontinuous over time. Because of these features of
antisocial behavior, some variations in sample composition are to be expected. In
persistent offenders, a general trend of variety and frequency of offenses ought to be
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relatively consistent over time. Covert behaviors show higher frequency and continuity
than do overt antisocial behaviors and inconsistencies about whether firesetting youth fit
any subtype may be because they exhibit a wide variety of antisocial behaviors.
Fourth, the present argument, that firesetting juvenile offenders exhibit a pattern
of persistent antisocial behavior consistent with an "early starter" (Patterson, Dishion, &
Reid, 1992) or life-course-persistent (Moffitt, 1993) pattern of antisocial behavior, would
be strengthened by analysis of the data in light of the age of onset of antisocial behavior.
These data, though not available for the current analyses, will be included in follow-up
studies. Longitudinal data on the course of antisocial behavior, offending, and other
outcomes such as substance abuse, which is also associated with early onset, persistent
antisocial behavior (e.g., Crowley, Mikulich, MacDonald, Young, & Zerbe, 1998), are
being collected and will provide the basis of information to support or weaken this
argument. These follow-up studies and analyses, therefore, will provide further evidence
about whether firesetting is an early marker of persistent antisocial behavior.
Fifth, the high proportion of method variance in parent and youth ratings of
antisocial behavior also tempers the utility of the current analyses. Method variance is a
ubiquitous, but somewhat vague term in psychological research (Sechrest, Davis, Stickle,
& McKnight, in press). For the current study, the effect of method refers to the source of
information used for constructing ratings of frequency and variety of antisocial behavior.
Parent ratings showed much higher correlations between different constructs (e.g., overt
and covert) than they did with different source ratings of the same construct (e.g., with
court ratings of overt behavior). As was noted above, dimensions of youthfiil antisocial
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behavior are positively and sometimes highly correlated. The present analyses suggest
that a large proportion of those correlations is likely to be a result of the source of
information, that is as a result of method variance.
Since much research and clinical diagnosis of child behavior problems is based on
methods similar to those used in this study, the concern seems important beyond its being
a methodological confound. It is doubtful that the methods are so flawed as to be invalid.
In terms of classification of antisocial behavior, however, it appears that ratings based on
one individual's perceptions of overlapping dimensions, such as subtypes of antisocial
behavior, are probably biased. In other words, many parents probably know that
something is wrong with their child but they may be unable to distinguish among
behaviors and constructs that psychologists view as different. In some ways, this aspect
of the results is not very surprising. Measurement of higher rate behaviors is generally
more reliable than that of more infrequent ones. In the current data set, the more frequent
and varied the behavior, the better it seems to have related to different source reports of
that behavior. Some of the difficulty nuy simply result from the covert nature of much
antisocial behavior; youth do not often willingly reveal these behaviors to parents. It
should come as no surprise if the pattern of antisocial behavior has to be fairly advanced
before parents have enough information from which to accurately judge the youth's
behavior. Perhaps, unfortunately, ratings of youthful antisocial behavior are most valid
when the information is least needed, that is, when the behavior is so frequent and varied
it is quite apparent to most any observer.
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The present findings suggest that measurement strategies for estimating youthful
antisocial behavior are even more in need of multiple methods than are those for other,
similar areas of study. In particular, self-reported antisocial behavior appears to provide
reasonable estimates of variety and frequency of behaviors, when combined with other
sources. A usual practice in research of obtaining only maternal ratings appears in need
of reevaluation.
Finally, this study was limited to cross-sectional analysis of current patterns of
antisocial behavior. Antisocial behavior is widely recognized to be stable (persistent) for
some individuals, but unstable for many (e.g., Robins, 1978; Loeber & Hay, 1997;
Moffitt, 1993). I have argued for an association with firesetting and persistent antisocial
behavior that may be useful in classification and prediction of firesetting once it emerges.
No information, however, is provided from the current study to shed light on the
emergence of firesetting. Moffitt (1993) has theorized that, in addition to contributions of
genetic predisposition, persistent antisocial behavior is maintained by increasingly
limited adaptive options that may eventually result in a nearly complete lack of prosocial
alternatives. She further argues that a combination of this lack of prosocial options and
deviant behavior ftcilitate access to peer-driven networks that provide access to adult
privileges such as alcohol, drugs, and sexual partners.
Does firesetting fit in this theoretical framewoiic? Firesetting may be reinforced
via short-term contingencies as a result of fire's inherently reinforcing properties. Except
in the relatively rare cases (especially for juveniles) of arson for profit or revenge,
firesetting provides no direct mid-range payoff. Given Moffitt's (1993) argument that
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antisocial behavior is maintained through a combination of more immediate
contingencies such as access to adult privileges, and ultimate, evolutionary contingencies
in terms of access to sexual partners (reproductive advantage in evolutionary terms),
firesening seems a bit of a puzzle.
It is difficult to imagine that firesetting alone provides any reproductive
advantage. Embedded in a pattern of antisocial behavior, however, an argument can be
made for the overall pattern of behavior providing such access. The term opportunistic
antisocial behavior has been used throughout this paper. Firesetting, in particular, appears
to emerge in an opportunistic fluhion. Excluding curiosity, occasional short-term
reinforcements, and rarer material gain, firesetting appears to be an act of simple
destructiveness or meanness. An overall pattern of antisocial behavior may fit within an
evolutionary framework, especially when prosocial options diminish over time.
Evolutionary psychologists have argued that some phenotypes may be favored over
others given certain environmental contingencies. Although firesetting provides no
apparent advantages, it nuy well emerge within a phenotype shaped by an alternative
strategy, i.e., deviance and coercion, when usual, prosocial options are eliminated
(Figueredo & McClosky, 1993). In youth who exhibit antisocial behavior, firesetting may
well emerge through a combination of idiosyncratic factors such as opportunity, i.e.,
available materials and circumstances, and its fit with a general pattern of antisocial
behavior.

CONCLUSIONS
The present study showed that Presetting juvenile offenders fit the same general
structure of antisocial behavior as non-firesetting juvenile offenders, but that the
firesetting group exhibited a significantly higher variety and frequency of antisocial acts.
It was argued that in the population of juvenile offenders, firesetting will most likely
accompany persistent, opportunistic antisocial behavior. The current results suggest the
possibility that firesetting may serve as an early marker of persistent and violent
antisocial behavior. It was further argued that when other antisocial behavior is present,
classification of firesetting ought to be informed by the overall pattern of antisocial
behavior.
It should be noted that the present study does not address curiosity firesetting in
very young children nor the psychiatric diagnosis of pyromania. Pyromania may be a
separate phenomenon from that of firesetting embedded in a pattern of antisocial
behavior. It is disputed whether pyromania is a phenomenon at all (Geller, Erlen, &
Pincus, 1986), and evidence from recent controlled research supports that position (e.g.,
Quinsey, Chaplin, & Upfold, 1989). Data from the present study are limited to
associations between firesetting and other antisocial behavior and do not address
pyromania.
Prevention and treatment of firesetting has usually targeted processes associated
with the firesetting behavior (Gaynor & Hatcher, 1987), though others have
recommended a treatment approach that incorporates a broader range of difficulties
(Humphreys, Kopet, & LaJoy, 1994; Kolko, in press). Policy, prevention, and treatment
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should be informed by assessment of the complex of difficulties exhibited in individuals
who set fires. In addition to fire specific information, this complex should include
duration, variety, and frequency of antisocial behavior, and other factors indicative of
diminished prosocial options, e.g., social skills deficits, school problems, family conflict,
and discipline (Kolko &. Kazdin, 1992).
Juvenile firesetting is a widespread, serious, and dangerous problem. There has
been relatively less study of firesetting in its own right as compared to other antisocial
behaviors. Considerable efforts should be made to conduct prospective studies of
Presetting offenders and to compare the development and emergence of firesetting in
juvenile offenders to youth in the general population. Firesetting appears across many
groups, though recurrent firesetting appears more frequent when it accompanies
persistent antisocial behavior. Identification of firesetting may provide an opportunity for
early intervention and prevention efforts aimed at reducing persistent, varied, and
destruaive antisocial behavior that often leads to violence. Though firesetting should
command attention on its own, it is unlikely to be a singular concern.
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APPENDIX A; CONSTRUCT INDICATORS
Overt items

rRPT and VSR
Cmeity, bullying, or meinncii to olhen
Destroys own property
Destroys things belonging to fiunily member! or
others
Fights
Physically attacks people
Teases a lot
Has a bad temper
Threatens othm
Cruel to animals
SRED
Carrying a weapon in case it is needed in a fight
(like a knife)
Going around with a group and getting into
fights
Purposely damaging or destroying something
belonging to your parents
Hitting one of your parents
Fighting in the street or other place (not school)
Struggling to get away from a policeman
Using force or threats to get money from
someone about your age or younger
Using force or threats to get money from
someone older than yourself
Using any kind of weapon in a fight (like a knife,
broken bottle, or gun)
Throwing objects, such as rocks or bottles, at
people or moving cars
Hitting another young penon in a serious effort
to hurt them (not a brother or sister)
Being cruel to an animal so as to injure the
animal

Often argues
Bngs
Demands attention
Ditubedicnt at home
Diaobedicnt at school
Screams
Shows off
StuHwni
Talks too much
Often loaes temper
Deliberately annqys others
Blames others
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APPENDIX A - Continued
Coven items
CBCL awl YSR
Hangs out with bad companions
Lying or cheating
Prefers older children
Runs away
Sets fires
Steals at home
Steals outside of home
Swears
Tniant
Uses alcohol or drugs
Vandalism
SRED
Running away from home overnight
Damaging something in public place
Starting a fire where you should not bum
anything
Damaging a parked car
Raising a £dse alarm (calling 911 or setting off
fire alarm)
Stealing a thing or money worth between S2 and
S40
Stealing a thing or money worth over S40
Breaking into a house or vehicle (to try to steal
something or just look around)
Shoplifting
Stealing something out of a parked car
Stealing goods or money from a vending
machine or pay phone
Taking a car without permission
SnifiBngglue
Smoking marijuana
Using other dnigs

Drinking alcohol
Chetting on school exams
Going to R-rtted movie without parent's
permisnon
Driving a car or motorcycle without a license
Tmpawing anywhere you are not si^tposed to
go (empty houses, private property)
Smashing bottles or tipping over trash cans
Purpoaely damaging school proper^
Wiping gnffiti on a wall in a public place
Doing damage in a public park
Breaking the windows of an empty building
Discharging a fire extinguisher when there is no
fire
Placing something that may damage a train on
railroad tracks
Moving or damaging a traffic sign or
construction equipment
Letting down the tires of a car, truck, or
motorcycle
Stealing a thing or money worth less than S2
Taking money from home without permission
Stealing something from another student at
school
Stealing school propeity
Riding on a bus or
into a movie without
paying
Taking a badge or hubcap fiom a car or truck
Getting dnmk on alcohol
Stealing beer, wine, or liquor from parents or
other piaoe
Getting in trouble because of drinking
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